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I. INTRODUCTION 
Let G= G(q) be a finite group of Lie type over a finite field F, and 
(G, B, N, W, R) be its split BN-pair, where R = {w, ,..., w,}, B = UH, 
u= I-Led+ X, and X,(a E A +) are the root subgroups corresponding to 
the positive roots. Let t be the natural homomorphism from N to W. For 
each WE W we choose n,.~ N such that r(n,,) = w. We write ni= n,, for 
i=l ,..., I and n, = n,, where wO is the element with maximal length. Then 
the maximal subgroups M in G can be classified as follows: 
2N 
,---Hc.” 
( 1) the first class, 
(2) the second class, 
\ 
< 
2u (3 ) the third class, 
SH 
au (4) the fourth class. 
In [S] we constructed the first class of maximal subgroups in finite 
classical groups. This paper is a continuation of [5]. In this paper we will 
determine the second class of maximal subgroups in finite classical groups 
by using Seitz’ result [4]. These maximal subgroups are reduced to some 
subgroups of the permutation group. We will use the terminologies and 
notations in [5]. 
Let G’ be a maximal subgroup in G(q) containing the diagonal subgroup 
H but not containing the monomial subgroup N. Then 
G’= (G’nX,Icr~d) N,.(H) 
by [4], where G’ n A’, = 1 or @(A’,) or X,(cr E A), and N,,(H) = G’ n N. 
Put t(NJ H)) = W’. Then W’ is a subgroup of W. Let I= {A, ,..., A,,,} be 
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the set of orbits of (IV’, d). If G’ n X, = @(X,) for some root a E A,, then, 
for arbitrary a’ E A,, there exists w E W’ such that X,, = “X, = “,X,. Con- 
sequently, G’ n X,. = G’n ““‘X, = “w(G’ n X,) = ““‘(@(X,)) = cD(“~X,) = 
@(X,.) thanks to n, E N,(H) G G’. Similarly, if G’ n Xs = 1 for some root 
p E d ,, , then we have G’ n Xp, = 1 for arbitrary 8’ E A,, . Put 
G ~~‘=(~,,~~EA~(A,EZ~);~(X~),~EA,.(A~EZ~))N’, (1) 
where N’ = t-l ( IV’) and Ii, I, are two disjoint subsets of I. Thus we obtain 
a necessary condition for G’ to be a maximal subgroup in G(q) containing 
H but not containing N. 
LEMMA 1. Let G = G(q) be a finite group of Lie type over finite field F,. 
Suppose that q is odd and q > 11 (or q is a suitably large power of 2) and 
G(q) # *G*(q). Zf G’ is a maximal subgroup in G(q) containing H but not 
containing N, then G’ must have the form G’$!z, where W’ is a subgroup of 
the Weyl group W and I,, Z2 are two disjoint subsets of the set Z of orbits of 
(W’, A). 
Now let G = .3(q) be a finite Chevalley group over a finite field F,. Since 
its root subgroups X, E F,’ z Z, 0 . . . 0 Z,, the Frattini subgroups of root 
subgroups are @(X,) = 1. Therefore the subgroups in the form of (1) now 
have the following form 
G’$,.=(X&EA,(A,EZ,),Z,~Z)T-‘(W’), 
where I, is a subset of Z. On the other hand, we have 
(2) 
LEMMA 2. Let W’ be arbitrary subgroup of the Weyl group W of a finite 
Chevalley group 9’(q) and I, be an arbitrary subset of the set Z of orbits of 
( W’, A). Then G’$. is a subgroup of Y(q). 
Proof (1) First we show that H normalizes the root subgroups Xi 
(1 <i 6 I) corresponding to the fundamental roots. By definition 
Xi = U n U”o”~ (see [3]). Assume that XEX, and he H. Then 
x = n;‘n, 1 X’noni for some x’ E U. Since ni and no normalize H, n,h = h’n, 
for some h’ E H and n,,h’= h”nO for some h” E H, and so n,:‘h’= hn;’ and 
ni’h” = h’n;‘. On the other hand, H normalizes U. Hence h”X” = X’h” for 
some X”E U. It follows that n;‘n&‘X’n,,n,h =n;ln~l~‘n,h’ni=n;ln;l~’ 
h”nOni = n,:‘n;‘h”X”n,ni = n,:lh’n<lX”nOni = hn,:ln;lX”noni. Since 
x = ny In; ‘X’n,ni E Xi c U, x’ E Uno”‘, that is, hNX”hN-’ E U”O”I. Therefore, 
2” E h”-‘nl:‘n; ‘UnOnih” = n;‘h,n;‘Un,,h;‘ni = n;ln;lhzUh;lnOni = 
n; ‘n,~ 1 (Jnoni = unoni and n;‘n; ‘X”nOni E U. It is clear that n; ln;lX”nOni E 
U no”1 by x” E U. Finally we get that n;‘n;‘X”n,niE U n U”O”‘= Xi. This 
proves that X,h = hXj. 
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Now let X, be an arbitrary root subgroup. Then there exists u‘ E W such 
that c1= w(ai) for some fundamental root cl;. Thus we have 
X,H= nJ,n,‘H= n,,X;Hn,’ = n,,HX,n,; ’ = Hn,.X,n 1,’ ’ = HX ? 
by C31. 
(2) Let W’ be an arbitrary subgroup of W and I, be an arbitrary 
subset of the set I of orbits of (W’, A). Put N’ = t-‘( W’). Assume 
x E (X, ( c1 E A,(d, E Ii)). Then x = x,, . . . x,,, where ~1, ,..., IX, all belong to 
the orbits in I, and x,, E Xg, (j= l,..., t). If no N’, then n = hn,. for some 
~E:H and some WE IV’. By (1) we have 
xn =x2, ‘. . x,,hn, = hxj, . . . xh,nw, 
= hn,n;‘x~,n,n;’ .‘.r~,.n;~x~,n,. 
= nx,-lC,,,. .. x,.-I~,,), 
where X:,E X, (j= l,..., t) and w-](cI,) ,..., w-‘(cz,) belong to the same 
orbits in I, as c(r,..., CI, respectively. Consequently, xn E N’(X, 101 E A, 
(A,EZ,)). Therefore (X,Icc~d,(d,~Zr)) N’EN’(X,~~EA~(A,EZ,)). 
Similarly we can show the converse inclusion. This proves that (X, 1 a E A, 
(A,EZ~)) N’ is a subgroup of Y(q). 1 
From Lemmas 1 and 2 we get 
LEMMA 3. Let G = P’(q) be a finite Chevalley group over a finite field 
Fq. Suppose that q is odd and q > 11 (or q is a suitably large power of 2). 
Then the second class of maximal subgroups in Y(q) is contained in the class 
of subgroups of the form (2). 
II. SPECIAL LINEAR GROUP SL,(q) 
SL,(q) is a universal Chevalley group of type A,-, over F,. The Weyl 
group Wisisomorphic to S,=(siI1~i~n-l)=((Pi,i+,(l~i~n-l). 
The root subgroups X,=Z+E,= (Z+cre,laEF,} (i#j). Put 
Z= {X,li#j, i, j= l,..., nj.Wehave(W,A)g(S,,z)by[3].LetSfbean 
arbitrary subgroup of S, and I’ = {C, I 1~ 1 Gm} be the set of orbits of 
(S’, C). Then Zk = Z’\{Ck} (k = l,..., m) is a maximal subset of I’. Put 
SL,s”k(q)= (XVIX,~C,, l#k) t-‘(S’), k = l,..., m. (3) 
It follows from Lemma 3 that the second class of maximal subgroups of 
SL,(q) must have the form (3). Now we give a sufficient and necessary con- 
dition for SLB’k(q) to be a maximal subgroup in SL,(q) containing H but 
not containing N. 
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THEOREM 1. Suppose that q is odd and q > 11 (or q is a suitably large 
power of 2). Let S’ be a subgroup of S, and I, be a maximal subset of the set 
I’= (C,l 1 Q 1~ m} of orbits of (S’, C), that is, Zk = Z’\{Ck} (k = l,..., m). 
Then, SL,S’S(q) is a maximal subgroup in SL,(q) containing H but not con- 
taining N, tf and only iffor any subgroup S of S, which contains S’ the orbit 
of (S, C) containing Ck is a union of two orbits of (S’, z) at least. 
Proof: Sufficiency. 
(1) First we show that SL,S”k(q) is a proper subgroup in SL,(q). In 
fact, we can show that SL,S”k(q) intersects with arbitrary root subgroups 
Xiri’ in C, at the unit matrix Z. Non-unit matrices in Xiri. have the following 
form 
(4) 
Assume that n E T -‘(S’). Th en n is a monomial matrix and the columns 
(il iz----i,) of the nonzero entries correspond to a permutation (i$:::;) in 
S’. Suppose that there is XE (X, 1 Xiie C,(C,EZ~)) such that xnEXi,,.. 
Then x E Xi.,,, n ~ ‘. Since Xi,j,, nil = (I+ Ei.j.) n1 =n-l +Ei.j.. where j” 
is the column of the nonzero entry in the j’th row of n- ‘. Hence x must 
have the same form as (4), that is, in each row and each column there is 
only one nonzero entry except for some row and some column in which 
there are two nonzero entries respectively (one is common). We will call 
such matrix a quasimonomial matrix. On the other hand, we have 
J’iljl x;zjz = (I+ Ei, jl )(I+ Eizj2) s Z+ E;ljl + Eil,z + 6, i2Eil js’ 





il= j,, i, #iz 
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‘1 
NEF,, 
1 \ \ \ 
11 \ *- - \ 
! , 
\ ’ \ I 




where * indicates arbitrary elements in F,. Thus, there is no quasi- 
monomial matrix in Xi, j, X,,,, except for the matrices in Xi, j, and in Xzzj2. 
Similarly, we see that there is also no quasimonomial matrix in the product 
of n root subgroups X, in C, (C,E Zk), except for the matrices in the root 
subgroups X,. Therefore, the above x can not exist, and so 
SLz”k(q) A Xi.,. = {I}. (This fact can be also deduced from the Theorem of 
Steinberg on generators and relations in Chevalley groups.) 
(2) Next we show that SLf”k(q) is a maximal subgroup in X,(q) if 
S’ satisfies the sufficient condition of the Theorem. Assume that there is a 
proper subgroup M such that MI> SL;T”k(q). Then M = (M n X, 1 X, E C) 
N,(H) by [4]. Put 
7(NSL,S.k&z)) = S” and z(N,( H)) = s. 
Then S B S” > S’. If S # S’, then the orbit Sk of S containing C, again con- 
tains another orbit z, (t #k) at least, by hypothesis. But SLf”k(q) 2 X, for 
any X, E C, and M 2 SLf”k(q). It follows that M n Xi, j, = Xi, jz for all root 
subgroups Xi9 j, in C,. And so M = (Xii) i # j) = SL,(q), a contradiction. 
Consequently, S = S’ and M = SLf’Ik( q). 
Necessary. Assume that M is a maximal subgroup in SL,(q). Then M 
must be an SL,S”k(q) for some subgroup S’ of S, by Lemma 3 and the 
above sufficiency (l), where Z, is a maximal subset of the set 
I’= (C,l 1~ 1 <m} of orbits of S’. Suppose that S, 2 S $ S’ and 
T = (El )...) C,} (ti d m) is the set of orbits of S where the orbit containing 
,E, is denoted by E,-. Put Jf = r’\{E/>. If Ef = C,. Then by the above suf- 
ficiency (1) we see that 
SLY(q)= (X,p+& Z#f) z-‘(S) 
= (X,IX,EC,, Zfk) t-‘(S) 
is a proper subgroup. But t-‘(S) $ r-‘(S’) and SLY(q) $ SLf”k(q). 
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This contradicts the maximum property of SLi”k(q). Therefore, Tf must 
again contain another orbit of S’ at least. u 
From this Theorem we can get some concrete maximal subgroups of the 
second class in X,(q). 
COROLLARY 1. Suppose that S’ is a maximal subgroup of S,. Then 
sL;“k(q) (k = l,..., m, m is the number of orbits of (S’, 2)) are maximal sub- 
groups in X,(q). 
COROLLARY 2. Take S’ = Sk = (s, ,..., sk ~, , sk + , ,..., s,- , ) (k = l,..., 
n- 1). Then the set of orbits of (Sk, C) is I’= {Z,, Z,, L’,, Z,}. Thefollow- 
ing figure gives the distribution of nonzero entries (except for the main 




We can show that Sk satisfies the condition of Theorem 1. Assume S $ Sk. 
Then S must contain an element of form as s=sksi,----si,sk where 
Z(s)=m+2 and i,=k-1 or k+l and i,=k-1 or k-t 1 because of sk 
commutes with the generators except for sk- , and sk + , . It is easy to verify 
that some root subgroups in L’, and in z, can be translated into each other 
under the action of s. In fact, s translates xik (i < k) into C, if i, = k + 1 and 
s translates xi,,+, (i < k) into C, if i, = k - 1. Similarly, s can translate 
some root subgroups in C,, in ,X2 and in E4 into each other. Therefore the 
orbit of ($2) is Z: = C, u C, u ,E3 u L’,. Thus SL;rk’l(q) is a maximal sub- 
group in X,(q) when I, is a maximal subset of I’. In particular, if we take 
I, = {C,, E3, C,} then SL,s”‘I(q) (k= l,..., n - 1) are the maximal parabolic 
subgroups in 5X,(q) containing B. 
COROLLARY 3. Take S’ = kS = (P,, ,..., Pk-Z,k-l, Pk-l,k+l, 
P k + 1 k + 2 Y***Y P n-1,“) (k= L..., n-l). By kS~SS,-l=Sn-l we see that kS 
also satisfies the condition of Theorem 1. Because kS does not contain Pk ~ Ivk 
and Pk,k + I 9 the orbits of (kS, C) are Cl= {x,ilj= l,..., k- 1, k+ l,..., n}, 
Z,= {X,li= l,..., k- 1, k+ l,..., n}, and C,= {X,li#k,j#k}. The 
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followingfigure gives the distribution of nonzero entries (except for the main 
diagonal) of the matrices belonging to C, (i = 1, 2, 3), 
k 
Put I, = ,E, u C,, Z2 = C, v z3, and I, = .E:, v .X2. Then we get the following 
maximal subgroups 
SL?‘I( q ‘) : = 
i[ 
o---o Ukk 0---0]tSL.(q~~a,,EF:j, 






0 1 E %7(q) 
I 
aki, a;k E F, 
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COROLLARY 4. The maximal subgroups h4Rl obtained in [ 1 ] are the 
maximal parabolic subgroups and their conjugates. The maximal subgroups 
MR2 obtained in [ 1 ] certainly contain H but do not contain N. So MR2 also 
belong to our Theorem 1. 
III. SYMPLECTIC GROUP Spzr(q) 
In [S] we proved that the Weyl group of Sp,,(q) is S’= (P,2P_2,_-1, 
P23P_~3,_1% PI- 1.1 P-,.-r+ I> P,, _,). Sp,,(q) has the following two types of 
root subgroups : 
x,._j,_i={I+t(e,-e_j,_i)lfEFy}, 
i# +j, i, j= * l,..., fZ, 
X_i.i= {I+ te_i,iltEF,}, 




Z’ = {X,,-j,-i, X_,,ili# +j, i, j= +l,..., +I}. 
Let S,, be a subgroup of S’ and Z’ = {z, ( 1~ I < m} be the set of orbits of 
(S,, C’) and Zk = I’\(zk} (k = l,..., m) be a maximal subset of I’. Put 
sp;p’“(q)= (XEz,(f#k) r-‘(So), k = l,..., m. 
Similarly to Theorem 1 we have 
THEOREM 2. Suppose that q is odd and q > 11 (or q is a suitably large 
power of 2). Let SO be a subgroup of S’ and Ik be a maximal subset of the set 
I’ of orbits of (S,, Z’ ). Then, Sp$h(q) is a maximal subgroup in Spz,(q) con- 
taining H but not containing N, if and only iffor any subgroup 3 of S’ which 
contains S, the orbit of (3, C’) containing Zk is an union of two orbits of 
(S,, C’) at least. 
Proof. We need only to show that SpSp’*(q) is a proper subgroup of 
Sp*,(q). The remaining part of the proof is similar to the proof of 
Theorem 1. 
In fact, we can also show that SpSp’k(q) intersects with arbitrary root 
subgroups X in Ck at the unit matrix I. If X is of type (I), then non-unit 
matrices in X have the following form (a). If X is of type (II), then non-unit 
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matrices in X have the following form (b). Let n E r ~ ‘(S,). Then n is a 
monomial matrix and the columns (ii . . . i, i -, . . . i _ i ) of the nonzero 
entries corresponds to a permutation (I:::::, ,:::.:,:) in S,. Assume 
x E (X E C, 1 C, E Zk ) such that xn E X. Then x E Xn -I. Hence x must have 
the same form as (5). On the other hand, it is easy to verify that the matrix 






1 I I \ \ I I \ ( I 






















and in X2 when we make the product of two root subgroups X1 and X2. In 
fact, if X1 or X2 is not of type (II), then the matrices in X1X2 at least have 
three rows and three columns in which there are two nonzero entries, 
respectively. If X1 and X2 are of type (II), then 
Consequently, the matrices in X1X2 cannot have the same form as (5) 
except for the matrices in XL and in X2. Similarly, there is also no matrix of 
the same form as (5) in the product of n root subgroups X in E, (n 2 3) 
except for the matrices in X. Therefore, the above x cannot exist, and so 
Sp$‘k(q) n X= {I}. (This fact can be also deduced from the Theorem of 
Steinberg.) 1 
COROLLARY 5. Suppose that SO is a maximal subgroup of S’. Then 
Sp,sP’k(q) (k = l,..., m) are maximal subgroups in Sp,,(q). 
COROLLARY 6. Take SO = S: = (P12P-2,--1 ,..., Pk-l,kP-k,-k+l, 
P k+,,k+2P-k-2,-k-l ,..., PI,-,) (k= l,..., 1). Ifk<l (S:,C’) has thefollow- 
ing six orbits (see (a) below). Zf k = 1 (Si, C’) has the following three orbits 
(see (b) below). It is not difficult to show that Sk satisfies the condition of 
Theorem 2. Put Zj=C’\Z;. (Zf k<l, j= l,..., 6; if k=i, j= 1,2, 3.) Then 
Sps:‘j(q) (k = l,..., 1) are maximal subgroups in Sp2,(q). 
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In particular, S&(q) (k = 1 ,..., 1) are the maximal parabolic subgroups in 
SP21(9)* 
COROLLARY 7. Take S,=kS’= (P12P--2,--1,..., Pk-_2,k-_1P-_k+1,__k+1, 
Pk-,,k+,P-k-,,-k+l~ ~k+l,k+2~-k--2,-k--lr p,,-~ (ldk<l-1). BY 
kSI Es;_, we see that kS1 also satisfies the condition of Theorem 2. Because 
kS1 does not COntain Pk_,,kP_k,_k+, and Pk,k+,P__k__l,__k and rOOt sub- 
groups are symmetric about the secondary diagonal, kS1 has the following 
three orbits (see figure). Put I, = .Z, v Z,, I2 = 2, v Z, and I3 = C, v Z2. 




k l-l -k 
COROLLARY 8. All maximal subgroups obtained in [2] certainly contain 
H but do not contain N. Hence these maximal subgroups all belong to our 
Theorem 2. 
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IV. ORTHOGONAL GROUP Q,, + , (q, fB) 
In [S] we proved that the Weyl group of Q,,, , (q, fB) is 
s= (P,2P-2,--I, p23p-3,-2x P, PO, -. !>. Sz,,, , (q, fB) has the following 
two types of root subgroups: 
Xii-j,-i=(Z+t(eii-e-,,-i)ItEF~}, 
i# *j, i,j= *1,.*., +I, 
Xi~,-i={Z+t(2eiO-e,-i)-t2ei,~iItEF~}, 
i= +1 +z. - ,-.., - 
Put 
Cl= {Xv,,-j,-i, X,0,-iJi# *j, i,j= +_l,..., &Z}. 
Let S, be a subgroup of S’ and I’ = {C, 11 Q 1 Q m} be the set of orbits of 
(S,, ,X1) and Zk = Z’\{Ck} (k = l,..., m) be a maximal subset of I’. Put 
-q!,(q,f,)= (XEC,lI#k) ~-‘(&J, k=l ,..., m. 
Similarly to Theorem 2 we have 
THEOREM 3. Suppose that q is odd and q > 11 (or q is a suitably large 
power of 2). Let S, be a subgroup of S’ and Z, be a maximal subset of I’. 
Then, Q,sP?,(q,f,) is a maximal subgroup in 52*,+ l(q, fB) containing H but 
not containing N, if and only iffor any subgroup 3 of S’ containing S, the 
orbit of (s, C’) containing .E, is an union of two orbits of SO at least. 
The proof of this theorem is omitted. From this theorem we also have 
the similar results as Corollaries 5, 6, and 7. 
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